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A W2S (Window to Sculpture) Emerging Artist Series 2018 Exhibition Opening Reception
Jonas Sebura: Confounded into Unitary Chaos & Anthony Warnick: Language Games
5:30 to 8 p.m. Friday, March 9
Free and Open to the Public
The Artist Talks: Anthony Warnick, 6:15 p.m. in the Euclid Avenue Gallery
The Artist Talks: Jonas Sebura, 7 p.m. in the Main Gallery
High resolution images available upon request.

Jonas Sebura, “The Approximation of What Is and What Could Be,” (detail), 2017, steel,
wood, concrete, resin, crystals, sea shells. Courtesy of the artist.

Anthony Warnick, "We Wept (After Bas Jan Ader)," 2016, HD video. Courtesy of artist.

CLEVELAND— The Sculpture Center, an arts institution dedicated to advancing the careers of emerging sculptors of Ohio
and its greater region and the preservation of Ohio outdoor public sculpture, is opening Jonas Sebura: Confounded into
Unitary Chaos & Anthony Warnick: Language Games in the Main Gallery and Euclid Avenue Gallery on Friday, March 9.
Jonas Sebura: Confounded into Unitary Chaos & Anthony Warnick: Language
Games is the second of three sets of dual exhibitions of new work by artists of our
region to be shown in the 2018 W2S Emerging Artist Series.
Jonas Sebura: Confounded into Unitary Chaos explores the space between formal
structures of civilization and primitive alchemy. Using geometric forms of
diminishing scale and complexity paired with invented ritual objects inspired by
pseudo-scientific tools, Sebura employs objects that relate to landscape, the body,
and the spiritual. The artist’s objects and research point to the question - “What, if
anything, is there to believe in?" Pulling from a wide range of influences including
the visionary works of St. EOM’s Pasaquan and Emery Blagdon’s Healing Machine,
Sebura searches for the tangible by embracing the unfounded.

Jonas Sebura, “Landscapes and Lay Lines,” 2017, steel,
resin, wood, concrete, sea shells. Courtesy of artist.

Jonas Sebura earned his BFA from Alfred University’s School of Art and Design
(2003) and his MFA from The Art Institute of Chicago (2011). Currently he is
working as an Assistant Professor in Sculpture/Expanded Media at The Kent State
University School of Art. Visit Sebura's website.
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Anthony Warnick: Language Games makes reference to philosopher
Ludwig Wittgenstein’s idea of language as a game. One of
Wittgenstein’s primary arguments is that concepts, which exist outside
the framework of the game, do not need to be defined to be
meaningful; in fact, semantic discussions that try to define those
concepts can distract from the actual discovery of a solution. Warnick’s
exhibition examines how language, an indispensable facet of civil
society, also functions as an imposing obstructive force. The words we
use to understand and identify ourselves play a crucial role in how we
relate ourselves to others - with profound results. An example of this Anthony Warnick, “The Artist Breath On the Face of the Water 2014,”
could be seen in how the words “us” and “them” make possible ice, breath, time. Courtesy of the artist.
categorical separations that divide people. Weaving an artistic experience from action, object and word, the viewer is
forced to reexamine the tangible impact that words have on the world.
Warnick earned his BFA in Web and Multimedia Environments from Minneapolis College of Art and Design (2011) and his
MFA in Sculpture from Cranbrook Academy of Art (2015), and he is currently a full-time lecturer in Sculpture and
Expanded Media at the Cleveland Institute of Art.
The Opening Reception of Jonas Sebura: Confounded into Unitary Chaos & Anthony Warnick: Language Games is 5:30 to
8 p.m. Friday, March 9, 2018 in the Main Gallery and Euclid Avenue Gallery of The Sculpture Center (1834 E. 123 rd Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44106). The Artist Talks: Anthony Warnick is at 6:15 p.m. in the Euclid Avenue Gallery, and The Artist
Talks: Jonas Sebura is at 7 p.m. in the Main Gallery. Free and Open to the Public. Free Parking is available in The
Sculpture Center parking lot, along E. 123 rd Street, and in the Circle Health Services parking lot.
W2S series 2018 exhibitions Jonas Sebura: Confounded into Unitary Chaos & Anthony Warnick: Language Games will be
On View from March 9 to April 13, 2018.
###
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About the W2S Window to Sculpture Emerging Artist Series
Through the Window to Sculpture Emerging Artist series (W2S), The Sculpture Center has advanced the careers of exceptional Ohio
artists for over 25 years. In 2014, we expanded the program to include artists from the greater area of the Great Lakes region,
adjoining states, and Ontario, Canada. The Sculpture Center embraces artists whose art practices include sculpture, installation,
mixed and expanded media, relational aesthetics, and performance.
About The Sculpture Center
Founded by Cleveland artist David E. Davis in 1989, The Sculpture Center is a not-for-profit arts organization with a mission unique to
this country of supporting the careers of emerging sculptors of Ohio and our greater region and encouraging the preservation of Ohio
public outdoor sculpture. The Sculpture Center exhibits the highest quality contemporary sculpture by rapidly rising, mid-career, and
established artists with a focus on sculpture of our region. We value risk taking and an exploration of new avenues of creativity by
each artist. New artwork is created especially for all our curated exhibitions. Admission is always free. There is ample free parking
and handicap accessibility to our galleries.
The Sculpture Center receives generous support from The Callahan Foundation, The John P. Murphy Foundation, the Bernice and
David E. Davis Art Foundation, The George Gund Foundation, the Cleveland Foundation, The Char and Chuck Fowler Family
Foundation, the Cyrus Eaton Foundation, studioTECHNE|architects, Sculpture Center board members, and many individual donors to
Friends of The Sculpture Center. The W2S 2018 W2S series is directly supported by the National Endowment for the Arts. The
Sculpture Center is supported in part by the residents of Cuyahoga County through a public grant from Cuyahoga Arts & Culture. It is
also supported by grants from the Ohio Arts Council which receives federal monies through the National Endowment for the Arts.
Learn More at sculpturecenter.org.
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